Call For Papers

Technical Presentation
In this symposium, we will provide Technical Presentation as a place for student presentations. The Technical Presentation is the announcement method which encourages the exchange of opinions between a general participant and the presenter. Presenters can use various research equipment's during Technical Session. In International (English) Session, the presenter makes a poster in English. During Technical Session, the presenter describes his/her poster in English.

Paper Submission
Those who participate in this symposium, you need to register the information on your paper first. Registration contents includes "title of a research", "author", "field" and "summary (about 300 words)". For that summary, please write down clearly and simply. Then, after registering information, you need to submit a paper for review before August 22nd - September 12th. Whether your paper is accepted for presentation or not is decided based on peer reviews. Finally, the selected authors must submit "the final manuscript (camera-ready)" before October 24th in consideration of the comments from the reviewers and do a technical presentation at the venue based on "the final manuscript (camera-ready)" within two days.

Prepublication Paper
Please send a PDF file (up to 5MB) of your paper to the following address.
E-mail: hiss24th_tp@s.okayama-u.ac.jp
In the email, please include your name, address, and affiliation.

Important Dates for Authors
Deadline for Abstract Submission: August 22nd, Monday
Notification of Acceptance: October 11th, Tuesday
Deadline for Final Paper Submission: October 24th, Monday

HISS Awards
The 24th IEEE Hiroshima Section Student Symposium will be developing students so that they can act voluntarily and tell their own ideas and research results clearly to people, and we have established an award system. The IEEE Hiroshima Section and 24th HISS executive committee provide HISS Research Award, HISS Presentation Award, and HISS English Presentation Award for excellent paper presentations.

Homepage
For more information about 24th IEEE Hiroshima Section Student Symposium, please visit the following website.
URL: https://hiss24th.sakura.ne.jp/

Contact
Executive Committee of the 24th IEEE Hiroshima Section Student Symposium
〒700-8530 3-1-1 Tushimanaka, Okayama-shi, Kita-ku, Okayama, Graduate School of Natural Science and Technology, Okayama University, Mobile Communications Laboratory
Committee chair: Mr. Harutsuki Tanushi
E-mail: hiss24th@s.okayama-u.ac.jp

About the IEEE
IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) is the world’s largest technical professional organization dedicated to advancing technology for the benefit of humanity. IEEE and its members inspire a global community through its highly cited publications, conferences, technology standards, and professional and educational activities. There are more than 100,000 student members in over 160 countries. These student members contribute to the growth and vitality of IEEE.

Symposium Date and Venue
Date: November 19th and 20th, 2022
Venue: Online

Introduction to HISS
This time, IEEE Hiroshima section will hold the 24th IEEE Hiroshima Section Student Symposium (HISS). HISS is an event, "for society by student" mainly planned and managed by the students.
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